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WATCH WHAT YOU SAY-STAY AWAY FROM HURT WORDS Nobody I think that don't know how much a word can
carriagehouseautoresto.commes we say.

Why do we feel more guilty when our mother treats our bad actions with gentle words, than when she
punishes us physicaly? Danger perception depends on habit. Now, if someone is happy or open minded then
they will deal with things they come across much better. Why there is no nation that could be subdued by guns
as well as it could be subdued by several well chosen words? Just find a more friendly way. Why doesnt the
law forbid the use of the words, as long as they are the most dangerous weapon? This causes his views to be
distorted to something that is not correct. They are something we are born and die with. We are too
accustomed and yet totally unprepared. At the beginning of the story, the narrator is a jealous and bitter
husband. Why do we fear more of physical pain than of the psychological one, although we get to suffer more
because of the words? Although he has no reason to as he does not acknowledge his wife very much. This
world would be more wonderfull and free if all of us before saying something we will think and skip the
words that hurts most then a stupid action. We are not afraid of holding a kitchen knife or scissors, as we use
and see them every day, but we are awfully frightened when we see an unloaded gun. If the narrator changed
his mood, then he would see things in a new better perspective. You are on page 1of 1 Search inside document
Watch what you say stay away from hurtful words. Why is silence often the best medicine, but words the
deathly poison? When he does this it only shows how lonely he really is and how much he does not
communicate with his Why would we rather remember the words from a letter, than the well decorated
envelope? Emotions are the also a foundation to how we see things. Are they related to physical injures or to
psychological ones? Sometimes we say some things without thinking about them, because we think that we
are always right and we even want to say sorry. David Farias English 28 Professor holland June 27, The
Cathedral Effect Emotions are a thing that nobody escapes themselves from, no matter how hard they try.
Trere is no more hurtfull thing whem somebody lose his confidence just for stupid words that actually are not
true. The same is with words. If someone is sad then most of the things they come across will be viewed as
sad. Remember the unpleasant moments that left some marks on your personality. Are they the moments you
hit your hand or your leg, or the ones you were deeply hurt by improper words? Cobucean Olga. Why do we
refer to words when we want to show our superiority?


